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Miss Amy Fay is now a resident of New York City.
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Harrison Millard, the well-known writer of songs, is
Mme. de Pachmann has wr
teaching in San Francisco, Cal.
Little Otto Hegner ha
Mr. Conrad Ansorge will be the pianist at the Buffalo Copenhagen.
Orchestra’s second concert.
'
_.
Sexor Sarasate and Mm
The first Scharwenka concert will take place at the giving a recital at Liverpool.
Metropolitan Opera House on January 24th.
Mmes. Albani, Trebelli a
De Pachmann has been giving recitals in Western England, and Mme. Sembric
cities, and was in San Francisco early in December.
Anton Rubinstein has re
Emil LiEBLiNGgave a concert in Chicago on Decem¬ the St- Petersburg Conservat
ber 12th, and his pupils’ recital took place on the llih.
Sir Charles and Lady Ha
Richard Bubmeister, the pianist, was the soloist at their reappearance in Lon
the New York Symphony Society’s concert on Decem¬ tournde. ,
ber 13th.
\
Mr. Tredheim, the pianist
A new American vocalist, Miss Theodora Pfafflin, of conductor at an orchertral co
Chicago, a soprano, made her d6but in that city with de¬ in London, this xfronth.
cided success.
■
M. Emile Sauret, has bee
Mr. Constantin Sternberg gave a piano recital at violin at the RoyalWd&demy
Detroit on December 9th, and another at Buffalo on De¬ of the late M. Saniton.^—
cember 12th.
Mme. LillJLe^ann has
C-ALiXA Lavallee is in such poor health that his phy¬ the Pesth Opepi. She will s
sician has ordered him to abstain from all unnecessary of Brunhilde, in “ Die Walk
work and excitement.
Hector Berltez’s tone-d
Mme. Urso will play Joachim’s second violin concerto be produced at Carlsruhe un
at the January New York Philharmonic concert, intro¬ Mme. Cosmia Wagner will a
ducing the work to an American audience.
Count Geza Zichy, the
Edward Baxter Perry has just closed his Western cepted the directorship of
tour of sixty Lecture Recitals. This has been his most
successful season; the Press unanimously speaking of
them as being edncational, and enabling the audience to
understand classical music and listen to it with pleasure.Messrs. S. B. Mills and G. Del Puente were the
soloists at the orchestral concert given at the Chestnut
Street Theatre, Philadelphia, on December 9th. Mme.
Urso, Franz Kneisel, Franz Wilczek and Carl Gaertner
were also hearoUn Philadelphia in December.
Mr. Franz Rpmmel gave two piano recitals at the
Madison Square Theatre, New York, on December 2d
and 4th. His programmes embraced the Schumann
Fantasia, op. 17, and Etudes Symphonique; Chopin,
Polonaise, op. 63, Scherzo, op. 20, and Berceuse; Brassin, Nocturne in G flat; and Grieg’s Suite, “ Aus Holberg’s Zeit,” besides two Bach preludes and fugues, the
“ Appassionata ” Sonata and an Andante and Variations,
by Haydn;A,r Mr. Ruirtmel also played Liszt’s “Hun¬
garian Fantasia” at a Thomas Lenox concert.

works of the composers do not and cannot show the sary attendants upon m
slightest trace of any connection with the interests and perversion of her true fu
pursuits that make up the life of the busy world of thought one than mere sense gra
and action.
divine. And practical, h
This is not the case with the other arts. Painting and is beginning to see this.
sculpture are, in their basis, imitative of actual external
cational progress of our d
forms. The artists come into contact with the busy scenes
vinced of the inestimable
of every day. It is their business to represent the life
liberal education, accept
that they see around them, and so their study must be
versity as their spokesma
not merely of the technique of their art. but still more of
music as one of the thin
man and nature in their infinite diversities and relations.
well as every young wom
Such artists are thus, almost without exception, men
ting back to the view o
among men, acquainted with the world’s doings. For collective intelligence th
one Fra Angelico, immured in a cloister projecting on music indispensable in th
its walls his dreams of heaven, there have been a thousand lishment of departments
Bnberises—men of affairs, conspicuous at court and in well as in colleges for w
assembly,, members of councils and learned societies.
tions of learning are at
So it is with poets, and even in a higher degree. It-is
educational importance
necessary, at the present day at least, that a distinguished in the universities of Eu
poet should be a man of great learning,—in the case of
some, such as Goethe and Browning, vast intellectual
Ill-PBOBLEMS
accumulations seem to have been required as the sub¬
stance and condition of their poetic achievement.
BY J.
And even the work of the architect, which has been
called “frozen music,” imitating npthing in nature, the
The principle “Music
product of contemplation and pure creative fancy, is applies no less to beginn
designed for purposes of utility and presupposes an ac¬ vanced grades. The fir
quaintance with the practicahreeds of men.
teach a beginner is to
But unlike these, the musician may be blind or deaf, key-note. This is the f
as many examples in musical history show, and his work I am constrained to be
will be none the less rich and profound. Its conditions acquire it.
It is not
are indefinable, it requires something different from that of other teachers
knowledge and perhaps higher—a sort of “knowledge numbers of advanced p
be^bpd knowledge,” to employ a phrase which some of fully lacking in the sense
our religious writers are fond of using. The musical a musician whose know
creative mood is a completely abstracted one. The well tones was acquired in e
known assertion that Schubert wrote in a state of clair- dium of class singing or
voyance is, to a certain extent, true of all musical com¬ that young people of de
position. And to receive the full force of a piece of the piano for eight or
music, to come into sympathy with it, a man must lay day during that period
aside tne mental habit that he wears among facts and scale intervals by ear W

nasium to improve in rowing.” But oarsmen have
learned better now; they know that the one-sided muscu¬
lar training given by rowing is an insufficient prepara¬
tion for the race; that the other muscles of the body
must be strengthened by gymnasium exercises, and that
wind must be gained by running. And with each im¬
provement in tbe training process old records have
snapped!
In the second place, a muscle, in order to be devel¬
oped to its full capacity, must be given variety of exer¬
cise. And here many teachers confound the two purposes
of muscular exercises, first, to secure dexterity, and
second, to enlarge and strengthen the muscle. The first
end is best gained by monotonous repetition of one set
of motions; to attain the second, the muscle must be
exercised in every possible way. For securing the first
end, the key-board is adequate and necessary, because it
is dexterity of the key-board that is required ; for the
second it is miserably inefficient. For any sensible mus¬
cular development there is needed variety of exercise,
taking hold of all the muscles in a given locality and
increasing gradually in the amount of exertion required
as the muscle grows. In all these particulars the piano
is lacking. And just here' it is that the utility of the
technicon comeB in. Its purpose is simply to build up
muscle in the quickest and most efficient manner; to
enlarge the arms and wrists and fingers, and make them
strong and supple instead of flabby and weak. All these
things belong to physical training, and have no connec¬
tion whatever with music or with piano-playing. No
one has any more business trying to work up his mnscles
-on the key-board than a gymnast would have trying to
develop his biceps on the bass-drum. No doubt a cer¬
tain amonnt of development would result in both cases,
. but tbe means employed seem hardly appropriate to the
end. No, to build up muscles, the first thing to do is to
forget all about notes and touch and piano keys. These
things all belong to music, and not at all to gymnastics.
To maintain a constant strain on a particular portion of
a feeble limb is to invite lameness and disability. And
to expect to find a strong hand at the end of a weak arm
is the sheerest folly. General robustness must be the

ders broadened his ton
All these facts poi
pianist must have a so
so much the force th
reserve power necessa
that is employed. T
the thickness and wei
as well as upon the ch
energy. Just so a
vitality is an almost in
playing or singing.
many of our pupils is
as of feeble musical s
sentimental or debilit
have supposed, and a
are a much more pr
sickly sentimentalism
times masquerade as
in a sound body—in
requisite than in musi

GROUP

BY C

In scale playing, the
A scale fingered wrop
is concerned. The D
than the C scale.
similar, especially wit
down with the right
than in the opposite d
fingering shonld be
striking a wrong key.
to require that the sc
three, or more times i
or third time, etc., sh
ing, time—hesitating—
or too soft, and with
throw away the perfe
has no imperfection.

a music piece of any considerable scope. Something yet relates them to each
beyond is needed, and it is this something ot which I
wish to speak with such clearness that no reader can
escape it.
Beginning again at a point far from that whither we

ceptible or clear de
this. The relative i
found in their com
cannot be determin

would finally arrive, let it be observed that an accompaniment, for instance, consists of such tonal unities
as these: harmonic progressions, leading in one direction or another, and finally arriving at a goal ,foreseen
and planned for; a melodic figure in the accompaniment, arpeggio or what it may be, carried out with a
greater or less degree of persistence. Here already we
have ideas of two orders, the last of them being superimposed upon the former one. The arpeggio figure, or
whatever the melodic form of the accompaniment may

relative importance
determined by the p
the common sense,
to which one of the
accessory. True, t
foreground, not less
the foreground of a
grass is clearly draw
by no means follow
for the purpose of

be, progresses along the line of harmonic sequence
necessitated by the modulatory structure of the piece,
The melody, meanwhile, is engaged in progressing
towards a certain point of greatest intensity, or towards

depends upon what
in one of the volu
drawing of a nest o
the purpose of sho

a point of absolute or relative repose, by a series of
motive-sequences, phrase-sequences, sections and periods, all the points of emphasis in which progression
coincide with the points of emphasis in the harmonic
progressions ,of the accompaniment. The two, when
duly combined, “ make a one,” in Buch a way that the
melody finishes and completes the accompaniment and
•gives it point, while the accompaniment, especially in its
progression of chords, and above all in its points of
greatest harmonic intensity, completes and explains the
melody, by showing incontrovertibly, what was, the

get close down to i
The feeling of a
dico-harmonic prog
lect. It must be ta
is a legitimate par
portant part of it,
education musical i
of the, training tha
who stand high as t
that if given a com
would be unable to

underlying harmonic intention. For we must not forget
that melody is not intelligible until we have it as a part of
an underlying harmonic concept; for it is this only which
ascertains the place of each melodic tone in key, therein

it meant anything o
the operation of a f
educated pretender
mediately detect, b

determining the true aisihesis, or mental impression,
which the composer intended to convey by means of it.
Moreover, the operation of all grades of ideas, or tonal
unities, thus far mentioned, is conditioned or modified
step by step by the rhythmic treatment of the piece,
„
,
.
• • t it « 1
vc j
Every harmonic emphasis is liable to be modified or
overturned by its location upon a weak point of rhythm,
or by its falling crosswise the measure. It happens often

and in part to the
discernment, self
through the accum
vations upon musi
many years. But
a

currency and unive
great music-feelers
and Wagner, canno

bewitching grace. If he had the skill of a stone-mason,
even one that is accounted a fine workman, he could
not bring out his thought to’ the admiring gaze of the
world, for his ideal conception demands a skill of hand
infinitely beyond that of the best stone-cutter among
our building mechanics, or his ideal will be but an un¬
realized thought. The stone-mason can square a stone
and hew out a common ornament perhaps, but there his
skill finds its limit. So the pupil may have the skill to
play a common or easy tune. But it needs something
more than this to play the gems in musical art.
He
must have the skill of the artist if he unlocks the grand¬
eur, the sublime depths of emotion, the tenderness of
sentiment, broadness and intensity of thought that is in
a Sonata of Beethoven.
His whole dream of music is to
bring out its mighty expression, yet this can be done
only by him that has the technical skill. Hence, the
reason for technical study, scale and arpeggio practice
and work on the whole field of technical material. It is
only a means to the great end of expressive .playing.
Then with patience do the daily task of technics, then
the better lot of expressive performance may be yours.
THE ENLIGHTENING FACT.

sider that The Etude
in the value and fr
therefore, if you hav
send it for the benef

While learning a
an easy repose, or fa
easy; for if you pla
feverish apprehensio
formance.
The un
the controlling powe
be such as is in lin
words, while practic
ployed in accurate
allow you to go thro
every note being pe
allowed, this passage
fore, select out the d
and over so slowly as
accurate, and never
full control of your
bind the mind and th
ner that there is littl
before an audience;
the time, phrasing, a
becomes habit by
tempo should never
well learned that it
rate of Bpeed.

The good teacher leads the pupil to the unknown in
such a way that he discoversJt himself, as it were. No
good teacher tells the self-evident, those things that the
pupil knows as a matter of course. The master will
give only “enlightening facts;” he will explain the one
thing that gives a key to the other difficulties. The pu¬
We call attention
pils of such a master ret&in their own individuality and
isBue. They contain
express it in their playing; they are not imitators, and
readers.
when left to their own resources, after the teacher is no
more with them, they can still advance, and are in the
Again we give ext
path that leads to eminence in their profession.
an uncommonly valu
''value of reviewing.

phpils realize the great importance of a system¬
atic reviewing of their best pieces. The review work
shoujd be on the difficult places, and once a day at least
through the whole piece. Facility and freedom, vim and
life, style and expression can be obtainedjin no other
Few

Give your musica
year’s subscription to
superior articles read
ments are completed
| ever before.

rather to the effects of instrumentation, and to the re¬
and those who manufac
sources of harmony, modulation, and counterpoint.”
Who, unsophisticated reader,, thinkest thou was this executant are well cla
composer who neglected pleasing melody for the sake of follows: ‘ It is one thin
instrumentation and pedantic counterpoint ? It was j beyond to know all the
Mendelssohn. And this article appeared as lately as
further to teach anothe
1857, when poor unmelodious pedantic Mendelssohn had
understand how to do
been dead ten years.
Turn again, unsophisticated reader, and thou shalt second a musician, and
read greater abominations than these. In October, 1864, the teacher.’
Dickens suffered an anonymous article headed “ Old,
“ Of the listener I fin
New, and No Music,” to appear in All the Year Round.
those
who do not. Th
Here is some of it:—
“ Considering the flaws and specks in Beethoven’s for the pure love of m
latest music as the starting point of the movement, the effect upon themselves.
first name among those moderns who have helped in
German music to confound good and evil is that of that constitutes the di
Robert Schumann, a dreamy, heavy, bewildered man, Musicians, and they
not without generous aspirations, and a satisfactory centred in their art, or
amount of scientific preparation, but whom clearness of
“ As for those who do
purpose and vision seems to have largely forsaken when¬
to
do so, who, * having
ever the work in hand was one of any length or impor¬
hear
not, neither do t
tance, and in whom the instinct for beauty seems to have
been extraordinarily weak. That man shall run the risk been a mystery to me
" of being pilloried as a malevolent bigot who shall venture, and intelligent, can bec
in certain German circles (and these made up of intelli¬
gent and sincere persons) to declare that very little of do to the fact, that to
the mass of music bearing Schumann’s name has any real one of the worst poss
value, save those slight trifles thrown off for children and Is piano-playing such a
young-persons at an early period of his career, which he of attention ? and the
lived to disown with transcendental contempt. Want of
freshness in idea, want of simplicity in treatment, a reso¬ a mere bagatelle? O
lute determination1 to be eccentric (that most commoa- conceded that to beco
place-of follies), a lumbering uncouthness where anima¬ more intellectual effor
tion was aimed at, affectation where tenderness and
of an executant music
pathos, might have been looked for—these characteristics,
“Yet to be fair, I am
with more or less mitigation, distinguished Schumann’s
symphonies, his cantatas, his overtures—all, in short, of selves are somewhat
his compositions on an extended scale. His songs, playing sufficiently in
which are in high favor with those who are advanced in
So long as manual dex
cloudy connoisseurship, are stale, strained, and sickly,
the
player is satisfied,
as compared with the best by Schubert, and Mendelssohn,
and Lindblad the Swede (the last far too little known in of music is lost Bight o
England), In his pianoforte music, such real fancy as please the ear and t
it contains is confined to the titles of the pieces.”—From melody and not the h
The Overture.
in the words of a gr
listener the music is t
Tib all your power down to the little world in which is a difficult matter.
you dwell, and you are lost. Even the snail comes out
“There is no roya
from his, shelli. Learn to come out of yourself, even if
ground must be trodd
you have to go back in again.—Thomas Tapper.
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be strong and. capable of soaring aloft ; it must be swift
to discern the subtlest beauty, and magnificent in its
grapple with the glorious and the grand. How may such
a soul be produced ?
The talent must be inborn, it is true. If there is no
soul to begin with, no cultivation can produce it. But
bouIs are not born full grown. Indeed, infant souls (less
the purity) are sometimes found in full grown bodies.
Soul nourishment is necessary to spiritual growth, and
the musician especially needs just such development.
The following studies are recommended:—
1. The Btudy of nature. Every year some “familiar
science ” should be carefully reviewed, and observations
should be made constantly. The student should endeavor
to classify the results of his observations. The study of
botapy, geology and astronomy will greatly enlarge the
sensibilities.
2. The study of poetry and the other arts'. Every week
should witness some advance in the thorough knowledge
of literature. Shakespeare and Milton alone will suffice
for years of close study.
3. The humanities.
Generosity goes hand in hand with keen sensibility.
With what upselfish profusion did Mozart, Beethoven and
Liszt bestow their hard-earned money wherever they
thought it was needed. The artiBt must cultivate love for
his fellow-man. Nothing so surely blunts the sensibilities
as the practice of selfishness and thoughtless disregard
for otherB. It makes the soul dark and obtuse and
arrests the growth of all delicate feeling.
These are some of the helpful studies which the artist
cannot afford to neglect.

TEGHNIO MEANS TO AN END,
To bring the brain as much as possible to the aid of
the fingers is advantageous in every work of man’s hands,
but of nothing is this statement more true than of the
art of piano playing. It is now generally understood,
however, that great technic is only the means to an end,which end is absolutely unattainable except by the aid
of an intelligent understanding and quick artistic per¬
ception. The study of harmony will greatly aid in de¬
veloping these latter qualities, and the advisability of
accompanying the first lessons on the piano with instruc
tion in the elements of harmony and composition, is
being more and more recognized by the leading mem¬
bers of the teaching, branches of the musical profession.
—■From Musical Monthly of Buffalo.
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. “Studies in Melody
“Introductory Studies in
perfectly adapted to the r
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and in a way which I will
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It is a difficult task to find good music, and yet more
difficult to find the right piece for the individual pupil.
No one can tell much if anything about a piece from its
title, and very little even when its composer is known;
but these difficulties are all met when the publisher
sends a package of music on selection, provided the
teacher gives a close and careful description as to style,
grade and quality, mentioning what proportion of each
is wanted. Send for our circular on this subject giving
full directions and conditions.

Riemann has instituted
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notes that indicate the m
tunately, there are a num
however, will be correc
tion is made from all of
graded, and the price h
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teaching. There have
No pains or expense are being spared to give the sold in advance, which
readers of The Etude the best help that the world can he has the confidence o
furnish; and that for the young teacher, ambitious pu¬
pil and appreciative amateur as well as for teachers of
We now have a full
experience.
Induce your friends And pupils to sub¬ ody and formative 6tud
scribe for The Etude. Why not give it to such pupils taste and style, graded
as can appreciate it as well as charging them for sheet
“ Studies in Melody
music, placing its subscription price in your bill. No C. Macdougall; “ Firs
parent could find fault with this plan.
Moreover, you? cal Interpretation,” by
could get superior work from youFpupils with its help, in Phrasing,” Books I
especially if you talked over the articles that applied to “ School of Four-Hand
the personal needs of the pupil. Parents will not be Grade I, with Supplem
neglected in its articles, for we shall try to give some from Heller, to come
needdd help to the teachers among our readers through Phrasing,” Books I an
advice to parents on their relations to the teacher, and rately edited and anno
in how they can help to make superior students of their and valuable set of Etu
children.
»
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have published a new and unique descriptive pam¬
phlet of our books. Each book is reviewed, showing
exactly what it is, and for what class of teachers, students
or amateurs it is best adapted. The descriptions are
written for the purchaser rather than for the publisher.
Send for a copy.
We

tention having been diverted through preoccupation of
the mind with the intended correction of the previous
mistake on the eighth. Next time the mistake on the
seventh is corrected, but in the exhilaration of success
the mind wanders and there is a mistake in the tenth.
And bo on. At the end of twenty times through the
passage, there is no. certainty acquired concerning any
more than the first two or three of the smaller unities
composing the passage. If, on the other hand, the at¬
tention had been better, so that in ten times through the
passage there were no mistakes whatever, do you not see
that there would have begun to have been established a
habit of correctly completing the entire Beries?
Suppose now that the pupil recognizes this and takes
courage, and attempts the passage in a more rapid tempo.
It goes well once or twice, but after about three times
mistakes begin to appear, not always in the same place,
but promiscuously. Here we have the habit begun, but
imperfectly established, and consequently breaking down
as soon as the pace is made too rapid for the mind to
follow the details. "We must go back to the careful way1
of many undeviating repetitions.
This is the entire theory of practice in- so far as cer¬
tainty of detail is concerned. But mistakes often arise
in the playing from other causes, and not unfrequently
from those that are muscular.
When one attempts to
play before another, especially when one is nervous, the
muscles contract, and there is much unnecessary resist¬
ance, one muscle pulling against another, so that the
muscular sense is gone, for the moment, and one makes
mistakes because one’s hand is in such a state that it
has no feeling in it, whereby one plays false notes with¬
out knowing it until it is too late to correct them.
This
point must be guarded by practicing in a variety of ways.
Besides the study of the Mason book, I would recom¬
mend scale practice according to the directions in the
“ Test Exercises iff the American College of Musicians."
I mention these because they require the scales to be
practiced with a variety of touches. The directions,
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work( $10.00), the dictionary being but a small part of he can teach, trai
it. The new edition just issued has its pronouncing and vocalists, but if he
biographical department much enlarged.
C. W. L.
Ques.—What extra studies should be used with a
pupil who is about to enter upon the study of the second
book of Lebert and Stark ? Interested Subscriber.
Ans.—Don’t use Lebert and Stark, for there are better
studies. If dry 6tudes must be used, try Czerny’s
Velocity, op. 299. But the writer uses musical 6tudes,thoBe thirty selected of Heller that are annotated ; Streletzki’s op. 100, “Twenty Studies,” and Burgmiiller’s
op. 100 and 105, etc. . As to the best pieces, not know¬
ing what manner of pupil, as to ambition, ability and
taste, I cannot select suitable pieces.
C. W. L.
Ques.—I

am using Palmer’s Primer, but do not under¬
stand the answers given to questions Nos. 109-110.
which are: How many ways are there of representing
each intermediate tone, and what are they? What is an
interval ?
- —
Ans.—1. Intermediate tones are those which occur,
between the Diatonic tones of a key. All such tones are
restless, or, as I have expressed it in the Primer, they have
certain tendencies, either up or down, if the tendency
of an intermediate tone be upward, it is called a sharp;
if'its tendency be downward, it is called a flat.
Sharps are represented by the lower of the two degrees
involved and resolve to Jhe higher of the two degrees,
while flats are represented by the higher of the two
degrees involved and resolve to the lower of the twodegrees.
~
It may be well to remark here that tones in and of
themselves have no tendency whatever, and that they
■take on this restless energy only when.combined with
other tones; thus the tone between G and A when heard
alone is perfectly quiet and useful, but if combined with
E, B and D, it at once becomes instinct with a restless
tendency upward. Again, if the same tone between
G and.. A be combined with B flat, C and E flat, it
instantly manifests a strong tendency downward.
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or Introduction to his Phrasing Studies.” Iam much
pleased with them, and shall use them immediately.
Please accept my thankB for the same. If anything is
valuable to the student at home during'practice time, it
is useful hints on touch and renderings. In this work
the annotations are specially clear and forcible. These
studies taken with Mason’s Technic form the basis of a
thorough method of instruction.
Edgar S. Place. •
I consider the “Studies in Melody Playing,” by
Macdougall, the finest of the kind it has been my good
fortune to become acquainted with. Pupils delight in
practicing them and their musical qualities are rapidly
advanced by their use.
John R. Gray.
Dear Mr. Gates.—I have just received a copy of your
“ Musical, Mosaics.” I will call the attention of our
students of music to the volume, and shall consult it
with much interest myself.
Sincerely yours,
J. W. Bashford,
President Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio.
Mr. W. F. Gates.
. Dear Sir.—Allow me to express to you my appre¬
ciative thankB for the genuine interest and—pleasure
afforded me by your excellent compilation entitled
“ Musical Mosaics.” It is a volume financially within
the reach of even the poorest music student, yet it con¬
tains the cream of the best thought on musical topics,
and like cream, it js pure undiluted nutrition. Every
page is replete witft\suggeBtions,
fancies, truths, with
witlksuggestions, fan'cies,
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so delicate a task, and shall take delight in recom¬
mending the booh in the strongest terms to my musical
acquaintances wherever occasion offers.
Very cordially yours,
Edward Baxter Perry.

structures are based,” and goes on to enumerate and
describe the elaborate forms made on the sonata plan.
But he not only fails to give an adequate idea of the
general principles of Form, or of the development of the
sonata, but he even fails to describe a “sonata-form”
or “ first movement ” form at all.
His chapter on instrumentation is also inadequate.
In fact, no student will be much wiser on the subjects of
Form and Instrumentation after reading this book than
he was before.
But this is not the worst. The book is, in places,
positively misleading. Opera did not grow out of the
the “Mysteries” and “ Miracle Plays” qf the 15th
century (p. 153) but out of the attempts of the Florentine
. “ Camerata ” to revive the Greek drama ; while oratorio
did grow out of the “ Mysteries,” etc. A sixteenth note
(p. 55) before a quarter note is not commonly regarded
as a long appoggiatura. A tie connects two notes of the
samepitch, not necessarily “ of the same name,” (p. 63).
Perhaps we need not quarrel with Mr. Crowest’s
affirmation that Rand C are “ artificially raised ” in the
Key of D, (page 42) and with other similar statements.
It is true that F is one tone and F# quite another, and
toneB are immutable. But our incomplete notation has
given rise to this inaccurate form of statement, which
probably never seriously, misleads any one. Still less
ought we to complain of his use of the words “ tone ”
and “ semi-tone ” which usage sanctions, notwithstand¬
ing the efforts of hair-splitters to substitute the, terms
“ step ” and “ half-step.” But when he uses the term
“half-note” for semitone, (p. 45, bottom) he goes a
little too far: The word “tone” means “musical
sound ” and also an interval having the ratio of 8 -. 9 or
9: 10. The word- “note” also means a “musical
tone ” in well-established usage, as well as the . written
sign for the length of a tone. There are few words in
English which have not double significations, and we
need not complain, so long as the connection renders
a word unambiguous. But usage does not sanction the
word “half-note” for “half-step” or “semi tone.”
American readers will find the English use of the word
“bar” for “measure” and the terms “semibreve,”
“ minim,” “ crotchet,” “ quaver ” and “ semi-quaver ”
for “whole,” “half,” “quarter” and “eighth’9 notes,
throughout the book ; but they need not be puzzled by
this custom.
Whoever buys this book will need to buy not only
advanced works, hut elementary treatises on all the sub¬
jects dealt with, and these will supersede the necessity of
thif-book; so that its usefulness is at least doubtful.
. J.C. Fillmore.
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Plea for Music, Value of Musical
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OnAfiTI nf fhn Walt? In thi8 e]e8ant hook we offer a
III Mio W cutai col eetion of waltzes by the best
.writers, and none of them are too difficult for players of medium
ability. There are 1 Iso some easy waltzes for little players. No lov¬
er of dance music can afford to be without a copy of this work.

Two Musical Friends.

hands il consaincd' in this
choice book, and it ■will prove to te a source of great pleasure to
‘'musical friends” everywhere. Tne pieces are of medium difficulty
—Borne quite easy: all are gems and popular favorites. Procure this
book at'once. It is selling rapidly.

PBIC

Mnainal
IT tt cm in era New music for violin andpiano or flute
"
llilgjOi andpiano. This elegant.book will be
received with delight by violinists. It is pre eminently the book
for amateurs, containing much of the best music, bo arranged as to
be neither too difficult nor too simple. This book is selling rapidly
and supplies the demand exactly. Complete boob for 50 cents. Ex¬
tra part for violin or flute, 85 cents.

17Tnkel!8 Polio, Vol. 1. \ Two boobsoi easy pieces for young
^-Inkal’s Folio, Vol.
I. 2. Jf players. A rare collection of bright
gems. -Especially recommended to teachers. No better books for
pupils could be obtained Price of each volume, 50 cents.

Dralnard’s Vocal fX-nifa-p Folio. I Wa have spared
"ralnard’s Instr. UUllail Folio.]-neither pains or ex¬
pense in geeting up these two superb publications. Their contents
comprise the very latest popular music, carefully arranged by one of
America’s bostguitarista, Price of each book, 50 cents. Order at once.

Brainard’s focal Duet Folio.
Foreign Duels, many of which are entirely new. None of them will
be found in similar books. Carefully revised by an experienced
vocal teacher. Handsome cover. Clear print. Any one of the col¬
lection Is worth the price asked for the whole.

lamilton's Banjo Folio.
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able for amateur opart 1st, containing selections for banjo solo, for
two banjos, for ongoa twobanjos with piano- accompaniment. Full
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difficulty.

Companion to ‘-Song BouqUet.” Contains
instrumental music of difiTerent grades of
Great favorite. 224 pages, full sheet muB'ic size.

Album of Sacred Music.
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THOMAS

cle. Finest collection of music published for young, organists and
choir leaders.
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Musical Chatterbox.
most popular collections of medium and easy grade Bongs and pieces.
Each book contains eight beautiful illustrations, which will delight
the young folks.

Reed-Organ Folio,
compass of a five octave organ.
In the land.

has been taken to use
feces as come within the
Should be
w on every parlor organ

f

.

n

•

This volume appeals to
ever elementary or advance
the attention of those who
very many contingent topic
connection with muBic. To
for the chats have a practi
ground, and are treated fro
aids the student. The rea
and finds in the chapters
benefits that pertain to his

MARGARET B. HARVEY.
Price, $1.25.
Neatly bound. Suitable for presentation.
Home Htudy of Music for Parents and PupilB,

A Help in the

By H. Pm |NT.
Translated by M. A, Bierstadt.
— ,
Price, fI,OQ,

By

Letters from a reno
Directly calculated
ciation and enjoyment
Written for pupils o
and it especially appea
- The pieces named i

By JAMES

Author

H

New Edition. Ne
One .hundred and twenty-seven.pages.
One hundred and Complete Technical M
sixty-two questions, with elaborate and clearly-expressed an¬
swers. MANY VALUABLE TABLES AND RULES.

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR.

. Pr

For Kindergart
an

A collection of tran
Price, #1.56.
the German. Words e
Complete theoretical-explanations. System of Touch and pleasing and good musi
n
i|I|
ft! ;1
strongly endorsed by the best musicians, teachers and conserva¬
tories*
Trans

Class'and Account Book for
M usic Teachers.
-By E. M. SEB'TON.—
lorised Edition, Price, 60 cents.

The book contains everything for keeping accounts of music
teachers: Index; A Dally Schedule of Leseone for each
Hour; Pupils' Sheet Music Account; Account With
Music Publishers; Daily Edmlngs I Summary; Memor¬
andum, etc. Devised and revised, to meet every want of a
mraste teacher in keeping accurate and systematic accounts.

Carefully kept accounts prevent disputed bills at end of terms.

In Six Grades, Each 78 cents.

By RIDLEY .‘PRENTICE.
This work helps to a better understanding and performance
of the best things in music. Leads to efficient study by getting
the pupil Interested and teaching him to enjoy Beautiful Music.
It gives a list of the most desirable and useful Classical
Gas
and
Standard Music for Teaching and Study.
Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pieces.
It is
full of valuable and helpful suggestions and information. Con¬
tains many Intereating Incidents in the lives of the great com¬
posers, ■

For Full

An exposition of som
of about 30 pages for te
new things and under
gressive . teacheis will
knowledge of these ne
contented until he has

ADVICE TO YOUNG

By A
/'-'Brice, IO

Some Good Advi

-A little pamphlet co
concentrated into forty
be frequently read by y
reach.'ds a silent moni
Teachers should furnis
lated to inspire the pup

ELEMENTAR

THOUGHTS

By

Translated from

A pamphlet of 20 p

Description of Above Wor

C. B. Cady,
M. W. Chase,
Carl E. Cramer,
Miss Kate S. Crittenden,
Dr. Hugh A. Clarke,
Wm. H. Dana, F. M. Davis,

Menry G. Hanchett, M. D.,
G. W. Hunt,
F. C. Mahn,
Ernest Meld,
James G. Mnneker,
Chas, W. Marman,
Perlee V. Jervis,

M. C. Mac
Wm. Maso
Anna N. M
Marie Me
Edwin Mo
Mrs. Mary
W. S. B. M

Dictionary of Mnsic—
Study of the Piano—P
1 Subscription, no deduction,......$1.50.
2 Subscriptions,.
1.35 each. Etchings, life size, Mend
hoven, Mozart or Wa
8
“
1.30 “
'Mozart Complete Son

CASH PEPUCTICJIIS.

Etude, one ye

Art of Piano Playing
Pianoforte Music—-F
Musical Mosaics—
Lessons in Musical Histo
Musical Studies at Hom
Three Books of the Musi
~ MUSICAL PREMIUMS.
Course in Harmony—
Engraving—“I’ll sing you a little Bong.”2 subscriptions. Pianoforte Instructor
Music Teachers’ Class Book....2
“
Studies in Measnre an
Pocket Metronome..........:.........2
“
Krause. ...1
Wh js and Wherefores of Music—Viniug, 2
‘!
System of Pianoforte Te
Popular Musical Game........2
“
AibnmB of Photographs
Phrasing Studies by Mathews.2
. “
ter
Bach’s Lighter Comp.2
“
Chats with Music Stude
Mason*s Touch and Technic..)..2
“
Mnsic and Culture
Music Roll, Black or B
The Musician, any one grade—Prentice, 2
Mendelssohn—Songs without Words......2
“
Unbound Volume of Etu
Chopin Nocturnes........2
“
1889 or 1890.
Well-tempered Clavich
$2.00 worth of Sheet Music, selected
from our catalogue.....
2
“
Umbrella Music St
First L* sc s in Phrasing—Mathews.2
“
Studies in Phrasing,
Studies in Melody Playing—Maedougall,2
“
Mathews.
Beethoven—Complete, S
80 Selected Studies from Stephen Heller,"2
“
Music Folio or Roll—........
8
“
How to Understand Mu
New Lessons in Harmony—Fillmore.3
“
Instruction Book—Piano or Organ.8
“
Bound Voluoja, Etude, *
Dactylion—Mechanical
Piano Teaching—Le Couppey.8
“
Technic—Spengler’B.......8
“
Schumann—Complete P
Practical If arm ony—-Ritter...8
“
Complete Piano Works
Maelzel Metronome (by
Fifteen copies Pupils’ Lesson Book.8
“
Sonatina Albnm—Presser...8
“
Piano Stool with Back (s
First and Second Grades of Musician—
tion) -.
Music Cabinet (send for
'Prentice..
8
“
Counterpoint and Canon—AyreB.8
“
Technicon (by express),

WITH CA8H DEDUCTIONS N

THEQ. PRESSER.

The Organists’ Journal.
This work will be sold by subscription, and will be complete in 12
parts. Each part will be enclosed in an attractive cover and will
contain at least Beven excellent pieces suitable for church service.
We shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Con¬
certs, ete. The Price of Subscription for the entire woik is S3.00.
This will be the finest and most complete work for the Organ in the
market; it will contain the most practical and latest compositions of
the best German, French, American.and English writers.
We would like to impress upon you the fact that—
1st. The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registrar
lion, etc.
2d. The Music will be printed from Engraved plates (not type).
3d. No other work gives so much music for-so little money.
4th. None qf the pieces are too difficult for the Amateur or the Student>
and the Professional Organist will find a large number of compositions
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions.
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces available for instruc¬
tion.
In addition there will be eight pages of reading matter consisting
of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬
mony, etc., also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies of noted
Organists and Organ Composers.
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the
_ development of the Art of Organ Playing.
Everything new in Organ matters in regard to Concerts, items of
Personal interest, etc., will be noted.

a few chapt
using the w
Phrasing; W
Subjective a
The work
umes of “ Stu
the most po
in the count
ness in teach

COM

B

Publish

Snile in D

“ Go, lovely R
piano, violin a
half a dozen o
sitions for mi
without accom
Brainard's S
Presser).

“ The Orgajnists’ -Journal ” will contain Twenty Pages in
Each Part.

There will be from 75 to 80 (and possibly' more) excel¬
lent Organ Pieces in this volume.
SUBSCRIPTION, §3.00 FEB YEAR.
The first volume Ib now complete. The second volume is in course
of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of the subscrip¬
tion. Succeeding parts will be issued and forwarded, one each
month, until the 14 numbers are complete.
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent,
free, on receipt of name and address.
For further information, address

THEO. PRESSER,

fM. E. ASHMALL & CO.

1704 Chestnut Street,

231 East BOth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK, N. Y„

PUPIL

Price

The object of t
student to bette
and assigns a p
degrees of merit
also given, and i
for quarterly rep

Address the

1704 Che

Tie Marl for Excellence an! Dnralility
mahufaCtured is all styles of

GRAflBS and MPR8CHT®,

CHASE BROS. PIANO CO
Factories: Grand Rapids and l$uskegon, Michigan.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

HETR0N0HE

Genuine French Mael

own importation can b

(with bell $5.00) express
These instruments are
These Instruments have been before the Public for over
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone
have attained an

genuine Mahogany.
Address

UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE,
. Which establishes them as

1704

NEQ.UALED

iTOiy Plano felly Warranted for 5 Yearn
ws.

& e©„9

®2 -4b 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE,
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St.,
HEW YORK.
817 Pennsylvania Ave.,

Grand Sueosssl
«
gtes^
Eft
-Distil
L
■f pSSW

WASHINGTON, D, C.

The Sleigh Ride.

By w. M. Tjreloar. .
GreatestMwlcalSoTeltyoftheTImes.
BOLO ?tte. DUET, $1.00.
This great piece 1b played with
bells an< vhips, (chorus ad lib.)
ItElSa Creates unbounded
thusl_ ...
»asm wherever played Just what
®
Zou want. GOAlO already sold.
thU piece 40c. g,.n(j Tic for the'BOlo. or $1 jar the
duet mention this paper and we will send a pair o 1
bells pkm
TRItOM MUSIC M., Mexico, Mo.

SOL ICHORS

To secure subscriptions for
W. M. DerthiCk.
This bo
larger sale than any musica
offered to the^pubfic, is intro
scription. Music teachers a
assist our representatives to
sale, thereby rendering their
and remunerative.
- We employ only those who
telligence, address and gene
them to fully maintain the
character of the work, and to
situations at a liberal salary o
correspondence. Address

.

MANUAL PUBLISH

415 Dearb

SUMMER PIANO LESSON8 GIVEN.

Address at her residence,

288 STewtary Street,
Boston, Mass.

EDWARD BAXTER
Concert Pianist and Lecturer

Lecture Becitals at Colleges and Conservatories specialty.
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct
route desiring recitals at that time.

HUGH

Doe.,

■I
South 3S±li Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

LESSONS BY SAIL!

In Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition.

Conservatory offers unusu
Music. 644 students las
year’s study (38 weeks) .n
Terms begin Sept. 17,
If you are intending
branches, send for catalo

F.

SCHOOL

DE PAUW UNIVER

Instruction given in
Pupil, Classical, Artist,
Solo, Duet, Trio,
• ,
, Ora

FIVE COU
Room, Board, Practice an

For Ci
JAMES H. HOWE, DE
For Circulars of other U
President, Alexander Martin
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, Bev. 8. L. Bowman, a.m., s.t.
Hon. Alexander C. Downey ,
PENNINGTON, HEW JERSEY,
Henry A. Mills, Dean of Scho
RITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four ; Samuel 8. Parr.
“ Norm
hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions,
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond A Co., F. A. North
& Co , .Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For
terms, apply as above.

RICHARD GOERDELER,

W

MRS..MARY GREGORY MURRAY
(PTJPXD OP WILLIAM MASON)

Instructs Teachers and Students in the

- Clavera
CONSERVATORY

•MASON METHOD OP TOUCH AND TECHNIC.”

Claverack, Co

Will also make-engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with
Illustrative Becitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬
ciations and Classes of Students.
Address, Care_of The Etude.

CHA8.-W. LAUDSN

C. P. HOFFMANN,

Courses In Piano and Voice
mony and Counterpoint.
Normal Course for Music Tea

DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO.

NEW D

A Special and Original Cou
ing Hoslc.
Gives lessons by Correspondence In Harmony, Counterpoint and
musical Form. Standard text-books.... Plan pursued leads from es¬ Recitals by distingui
tablished foundational principles to latest practice in composition. Individual lessons only. D
Clavier. All practice un
Classes in Chorus Dr
THE J. M. ARMSTRONG COMPANY
I
Tonic Sol-fa. ,
i
>

MUSIC"TYPOGRAPHERS and PRINTERS
710 SABISOIU STREET
|
~ PHILADELPHIA. PEISTVA.
'!

SEND FOB ILL

A. H

